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9:  Additional information has been included in Section 4.2 of the FEIS to expand the cumulative impacts analysis.  However, impacts of the California Colorado River Water Use Plan or from off-stream storage and banking is considered to be outside of the area of potential effect of the proposed action. The 4.4 Plan and off-stream storage by the California parties are ongoing and other projects are only proposals at this time. These potential actions are speculative at present and without decisions that constitute an action for analysis; and do not depend on interim surplus criteria but rather are state actions. Reasonably foreseeable California actions will be analyzed through the CEQA process and, if decision documents are available will be incorporated into this EIS.  Actions required under the approved 1997 LCR Operations Biological Opinion are not subject to NEPA.10:  CEQ regulations do not require the identification of a preferred alternative in the DEIS, if none has been determined.  A preferred alternative will be identified in the FEIS. Defining a preferred alternative in the FEIS does not define the agency's final decision but lets the public know what the agency considers the best alternative.  No supplemental DEIS is required.
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11:  See response to Comment No. 31-8a for a discussion of the Index Sequential Method of modeling.12:  See response to Comment No. 31-8a for a discussion of the Index Sequential Method of modeling.21:  Revised depletion schedules provided by the Basin States were used in FEIS analyses.  See response to Comment No. 14-10 for more detail.22:  The starting Lake Mead elevation used in the FEIS model was changed from January 1, 2000 to January 1, 2002 in order to reflect estimated reservoir conditions at the beginning of the interim surplus period.  Reclamation used the 24-month study model to develop a January 1, 2002 projection based on reservoir content in September 2000 and forecasted and average future hydrologic conditions.  This enabled setting the FEIS model start date to match the interim surplus criteria start date of January 1, 2002.23:  The delivery of Colorado River water to Mexico was simplified in the model to simplify and facilitate the analysis of water deliveries to Mexico.  An explanation of how water is actually delivered to Mexico and the modeling assumptions with respect to the delivery of water to Mexico has been added to Section 3.3.3.3 (General Modeling Assumptions). 24:  The FEIS assumed that the Yuma Desalination Plant would be operational after 2022.  See response to Comment No. 37-11 for further discussion.25:  The 75R modeling criteria used in the DEIS has been changed to 70R for the FEIS. Section C of this volume includes a discussion of this change.26:  Reclamation assumes that California will abide by the use determinations as spelled out in Article II(B)(1-3) of the Decree, therefore ALL alternative model runs assume a California use of 4.4 maf when the Secretary makes the determination of a normal year (7.5 maf available) in accordance with Article II(B)(1) of the Decree.  California has prepared and submitted depletion schedules that specify the amount of water scheduled for delivery and the location at which delivery is requested under normal, surplus and shortage water supply conditions.  The delivery of water to California during the interim surplus criteria period is dependent on the prevailing water supply conditions and is modeled pursuant to this and the applicable depletion schedule.  A copy of the revised depletion schedule prepared and submitted by California and used for the modeling of the baseline and surplus alternatives for the FEIS is included in Attachment H.




